VISION
Joyful Learners
Creative Thinkers
Compassionate Leaders

MISSION
To nurture in Meridians inquiring minds and caring hearts for their pursuit of excellence

VALUES
Humility
Compassion
Integrity
Resilience

The school crest is formed by the letter M for Meridian Secondary School and is designed with two adjoining peaks to represent the unity of Coral Secondary School and Siglap Secondary School.

The peaks stand tall and exude strength in solid foundations.

The silver, blue and green colours symbolise Innovation, Leadership and The Arts.

The silver peaks symbolise an innovative environment to cultivate creative thinkers.

Supporting the silver peaks are two pillars in blue and green which retained the heritage of both schools.

The first pillar in blue symbolises Leadership and the other in green symbolises The Arts.

Together, they represent the strength and unity of Meridians to reach new heights.
We proudly share with you The Meridian Chronicles Volume II which continues to capture beautiful moments of our school’s journey in 2018.

On 28 April 2018, we commemorated our school’s first anniversary as one big Meridian Family. We were honoured by the presence of our Guest of Honour, Dr Ang Hak Seng, Deputy Secretary of Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth, Ms Ranjit Kaur, Cluster Superintendent, Mr Sapii Kasamin, former principal of Siglap Sec, and Mdm Veronica Ng, former principal of Coral Sec. Together, we celebrated the achievements of our first batch of graduates and recognised our staff for their dedicated service.

Our Guest of Honour, Dr Ang Hak Seng, is our school alumnus from Siglap Sec at the Cheviot Hill campus. Dr Ang holds 3 portfolios – Deputy Secretary in Ministry of Culture, Communication and Youth, Commissioner of Donations and associate lecturer in NIE and SMU. Despite his busy work commitments, he readily accepted our invitation. He accords his strong affiliation to fond memories of the school. His school experience was full of highs and lows which shaped his character and outlook. He had caring teachers, especially his Chinese Language teacher who helped him to change a word in his Chinese name to make it more meaningful.

He also remembers the school pride in sports and the arts. Dr Ang shared that although he did not have good grades at that time, the values he learnt helped him to surmount challenges and persevere towards success after his graduation.

As Dr Ang’s story shows, while good academic results can give students a head-start, it is good values and character that will help them succeed in life. Hence, our key focus for this year is to strengthen the development of Meridians as Compassionate Leaders.

We believe that having sound values and good character will naturally enable them to excel in their studies and other pursuits in the 21st century.

To build on the concept of embracing a growth mind-set, we are introducing the teaching of positive education this year.

Positive education is an approach that emphasises individual strengths and personal motivation to promote learning. Learning is viewed as a cooperative process where teachers help their students to identify and develop strengths; cultivate gratitude; and visualise their best possible selves. Positive education gives students hope, develops resilience in them, and guides them towards achievable goals.

We also believe there is a leader in every Meridian. They are unique, talented and have their own strengths. Through our Learning for Life Programme in Community and Youth Leadership, all Meridians are trained in the Kouzes and Posner’s Leadership Practices and take on roles such as Student Councillors, Red Shirt Leaders, CCA Leaders and Class Leaders. This year, we will embark on using Strengths Finder 2.0 by Tom Rath to enhance student leadership development.

While it is a cultural norm to inspire children with the idea that they can be anything they want to be, the truth is that every individual possesses both strengths and weaknesses that remain mostly consistent throughout life.
According to Tom Rath, the key to success is to be able to leverage on individual's strengths. While most learning programmes attempt to help people become what they are not, the key to human development is building on what people are. Each person's greatest potential for growth is in the area of his greatest strength. If we match our strengths to our roles at work, home and in the community, we can enjoy what we are doing because we are using our true talents.

Another area we aim to strengthen is the students' civic responsibility and active citizenship. In a recent National Education Review, it was recommended that NE should be anchored on three citizenship dispositions – a sense of belonging, a sense of reality, and a sense of hope. Ultimately, these dispositions can cultivate a will to act: a collective resolve and a shared mission in our students towards building Singapore together. Hence we challenge Meridians to initiate and carry out Values in Action activities to serve the community. To make learning purposeful and authentic, students use Design Thinking to empathise with the community and generate ideas to meet their needs. To further enrich their VIA experience this year, students worked in teams as advocates of various societal issues or served as mentors to their juniors. Contemporary issues have been introduced in CCE lessons, commemorative events and our weekly Awesome Fridays where students share on current affairs at the morning school assembly. Through these approaches, we hope that students will take greater interest in current affairs, become more altruistic and build a stronger sense of pride and belonging to the school and nation.

We have formed sustainable partnerships to support our students' holistic development and to deepen their sense of belonging to the community. Our students have rendered service at various community events such as the Pasir Ris Beach Art Festival and Primary School Camp by Pasir Ris Elias CC, and Tampines Central CC Aquathlon. This year, they continued to support the community clubs and worked on a new collaboration with National Youth Council. All these efforts will contribute towards strengthening our Singapore Spirit, where we work together for better outcomes for Singapore and where our people feel that they belong. We believe in the potential of every student. Hence, we encourage them to discover their interests and talents and provide multiple platforms and opportunities for them to serve.

Our students' progress and achievements would not be possible without our dedicated staff. We thank them for their commitment to lead, care and inspire students, their teamwork and camaraderie, and their continuous quest for improvement in their work. This year, we celebrated many achievements of our staff, in particular our colleagues who were awarded the MOE Service Excellence Awards (Silver, Gold and Platinum) and Mr Muhd Khaliq who received the Outstanding Youth in Education Award 2018.

We are also grateful to our school partners – School Advisory Committee, Parent Support Group and Alumni - who have continued to render support to enrich our students learning and work towards achieving our shared goals. We look forward to many more good years of strong collaboration.

Indeed, we have had another fantastic year as one big Meridian Family in 2018. I invite you to indulge in our collection of sweet memories as you leaf through the pages of this second volume. As one Team Meridian, let us continue to write many more beautiful volumes of The Meridian Chronicles in the years to come!

Unite to Reach New Heights!

Mrs Hilda Thong

Mrs Thong-Tan Hwee Tsian Hilda (Principal)
Mrs Chang-Loy Wee Meng (Vice Principal)
Mr Mohd Azman Bin Mohd Sidek (Vice Principal)
Mrs Yap-Ter Mei Li (Vice Principal-Administration)
Key Personnel Bonding

Principal
Vice Principal
Vice Principal
Vice-Principal (Administration)
Year Head (Sec 1, 4 & 5)
Year Head (Sec 2 & 3)
HOD English Language, Literature
HOD Mathematics
HOD Mother Tongue Languages
HOD Science (Phy, Lower Sec Sci)
HOD Science (Chem, Bio)
HOD Humanities
HOD Craft and Technology
HOD Information and Communications Technology
HOD Character Citizenship Education
HOD Student Management
HOD Physical Education & Co-Curricular Activities
School Staff Developer
Assistant Year Head
SH English Language
SH English Literature
SH Malay Language
SH Innovation
SH Sports
SH Student Leadership
SH Art
SH Student Management
SH Character and Citizenship Education
Admin Manager
Operations Manager

Mrs Thong-Tan Hwee Tsian Hilda
Mrs Chang-Loy Wee Meng
Mr Mohd Azman Bin Mohd Sidek
Mrs Yap-Ter Mei Li
Mdm Sitinorzaahirun Bte Sudin
Mdm Mita Shah
Ms Norita Bte Ali
Mr Loo Liat Siang
Mr Yuan Lihong
Miss Tan Bee Ling
Mdm Norul Ashiqin Bte Rashid
Mdm Norharyati Bte Hassan
Mr Ng Geok Leng Benny
Mr Soh Chen Wai Kenneth
Ms Ida Rahayu Bte Ismail
Mr Mohamed Sayadi Bin Mohamed Nor
Mr Anwar Bin Omar
Ms Janice Lai May May
Mdm June Lee Rui Ying
Ms Moon Jia Yuan
Ms Lin I-Ju Yvonne
Mdm Norazisza Bte Mohamed Taib
Ms Ong Swee Lian Amy
Mr Quaide Millath
Mr Muhammad Khairil Bin Aziz
Ms Ong Yin Yin
Mr Muhammad Khaliq S/O Mohamed Saleem
Ms Ida Murni Bte Ismail
Mr Halim Bin Hassan
Mr Sam Meng Chong
**EL Book Character Day**
The EL Book Character Day gave my friends and I a chance to express our creativity by inspiring us to imagine what the book characters will look like in real life. Since it was up to us to choose our characters, we chose characters we could relate to and designed the costumes appropriately. With the help of our teachers and classmates, the activity was so much fun for the students!

*Written by: Mahirah Firzanah Binte Sulaiman, 2A2*

---

**National Singapore Literature Festival**
The NSLF experience was very fruitful. There was a short yet entertaining introduction to analysing perspectives in literature. I personally found it very beneficial because it gave an insightful and different approach to understanding and breaking down complicated text.

I also participated in a debate and this was a great opportunity for me to re-explore the stories. After hours of preparation and an engaging debate, I gained many new perspectives from my teammates and the opponents.

*Written by: Su Let Yati Soe, 4E3*
Mother Tongue Department

Mr Yuan Lihong
Mdm Norazisza Bte Mohamed Taib
Mdm Noraishah Bte Mostapa
Mdm Sitinorzahurin Bte Sudin
Mdm Ida Murni Bte Ismail
Miss Nuradila Bte Osman
Miss A’zimah Bte Muhamad
Ms Chen Yi Chun
Ms Jow Li Yan
Mr Xia Shuang
Ms Zhang Yan
Ms Wang Dan
Ms Yu Wei

HOD Mother Tongue Languages
SH Malay Language
ST Malay Language
Year Head (Sec 1, 4 & 5)
SH Character & Citizenship Education
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES
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Chinese Language Programme
我觉得母语部门安排的文化活动很有
趣，我们在小学时没有体验过这类的活
动。第一项活动是根据《西游记》里的人物制作皮影；第二项是篆刻课，
在老师的示范下，我们学着将自己的名
字刻在一块石头上。在老师的鼓励和同
学们的帮助下，我们顺利完成了任务。
Written by: Esta, 1E3
DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES

Mathematics & Principles of Accounts (POA)

POA Scholars Programme

Secondary Two Mathematics Trail @ Gardens by the Bay

Sec 3 Advanced Elective Module (AEM) @ Temasek Polytechnic

DEPARTMENT TEACHERS

Mr Loo Liat Siang
Mr Cheang Cheng Guan Geoffrey
Miss Fong Pui Theng Ritina
Mr Paik Shi Yang
Ms Janice Lai May May
Miss Tan Hock Kiang, Belinda
Mdm Teo Yee Hoon
Miss Chan Qi Si Kate
Mdm Yeo Geok Lang Shermane
Mr Fong Wei Liang
Mr Tan Toong Wua
Mr Marcus Loh Kim Mee

HOD Mathematics
ST Mathematics
ST Mathematics
ST Learning Needs
School Staff Developer
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Mr Ng Raymond
Mr Ha Yeong Fook
Ms Sonia Leong
Ms Shee Soo Mei
Ms Leow Min Yu
Mr Chou Cher Hoong
Mr Tan Wei Li
Mr Lee Lea Khoon
Mdm Siti Zaidah
Mr Lee Chin Han
Mdm Zalina

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

International Competitions & Assessments for Schools (ICAS) Mathematics
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DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES

Department Teachers

Miss Tan Bee Ling  HOD Science (Phy, Lower Sec Sci)
Mdm Norul Ashiqin Bte Rashid  HOD Science (Chem, Bio)
Mr Soh Chen Wai Kenneth  HOD Information and Communications Technology
Mr Muhammad Khalilq S/O Mohamed Saleem  SH Student Management
Mr Muhammed Khairil Bin Aziz  SH Student Leadership
Mr Wee Sin Hock Brian  Teacher
Miss Ng Wanting Angela  Teacher
Mr Chan Aik Beng Jonathan  Teacher
Mdm Dewi Haryanti Bte Hussein  Teacher
Mrs Wan-Lim Lan Hiang Elene  Teacher
Miss See Xin Er  Teacher
Mdm Suriati Bte Samat  Teacher
Mr Lee Heng Hiang  Teacher
Mr Boon Jun Hao Joel  Teacher
Mr Ong Chin Leng  Teacher
Mr Nicholas Ng  Teacher
Mr Low Kok Hua Jeffrey  Teacher

1. Students practising laboratory skills on Titration via station activities
2. Crime lab @ Science Centre Singapore
3. Experiment related to soil chemistry
4. Forensic Science Workshop
Department Teachers

- Mdm Norharyati Bte Hassan  HOD Humanities
- Mr Dominic Sim      LT History
- Mdm Jamilah Sukimi   ST Geography
- Mdm Mita Shah        Year Head (Sec 2 & 3)
- Mr Muhammad Faisal Bin Mahmood  Teacher
- Mdm Selvi D/O Varathappan  Teacher
- Mdm Choo Wui Kee Vicki  Teacher
- Miss Tan Hiang Huang Helen  Teacher
- Mrs Menon Usha Devi    Teacher
- Miss Ng Yi Qing        Teacher
- Mdm Yuslina Bte Mohd Salleh  Teacher

Learning Journey to Chinatown

NUS Geography Challenge 2018

Former Ford Factory Museum
Here is for you to add the description of the photography that is below...

Department Teachers

Mr Ng Geok Leng Benny  HOD Craft and Technology
Ms Ida Rahayu Bte Ismail  HOD Character & Citizenship Education
Ms Ong Swee Lian Amy  SH Innovation
Mdm Lee Y-Lyn Wendy  ST Design & Technology
Mdm Zaidah Bte Mohd  Teacher
Mdm Sahrul Bahriah Bte Mohd Taib  Teacher
Mr Goh Young Koon Francis  Teacher
Mr John Chua  Teacher
Mr Iskandar Bin Asmon  Teacher
Mr Ramli Bin Tahar  Teacher
Mr Francis Jeyamani  TSO
Mr Abdul Jalil Bin Kasman  TSO
Mr Nordin Bin Sanip  TSO
Mr Abdul Rahman Abdul Rahim  TSO
Mdm Yusmaliza Bte Yusof  Teaching Assistant
DEPARTMENT TEACHERS

Mr Soh Chen Wai Kenneth    HOD Information and Communications Technology
Ms Ong Swee Lian Amy      SH Innovation
Ms Tan Hock Kiang Belinda  Teacher
Miss Nuradila Bte Osman    Teacher
Ms Jow Li Yan             Teacher
Ms Lam Huisi Dawn         Teacher
Ms Chan Qi Si Kate        Teacher
Mr Boon Jun Hao Joel      Teacher
Mr Chan Yew Ming Adam     Teacher
Mr Low Kok Hua Jeffrey    Teacher
Mr Iskandar Bin Asmon     Teacher
Mr Bernard Cheong         Teacher
Mr Adrian Ng              ICT Executive
Mr Tan Jack Yuen          Technical Assistant
Mr Gunasegaran            Technical Assistant

Deepening Learning, Sharpening Practices
AESTHETICS DEPARTMENT

Department Teachers

Mr Anwar Bin Omar  HOD PE & CCA
Ms Ong Yin Yin  SH Art
Ms Jasmin Tan  Teacher
Mdm Norzalina Bte Bohari  Teacher
Mdm Hariati Bte Abdul Hamid  Teacher
Ms Afiqah Bte Abdul Samad  Teacher
Mr Tay Zhiyong  Teacher
Mr Joe Mei  SH Art
Mdm Chan Choy Har  Teacher

Signature Art Programmes

Meridian Art Programme (MAP)
Enhanced Art Programme (EAP)

Students are exposed to a wide variety of media and creative tasks. Lessons are more process- than product-driven to encourage play and creative risk-taking in our students.

Students are developed holistically and equipped with the competencies and skills to pursue their passion in art at institutions of higher learning after their secondary school education.

Artist Competency Level

- **Level 1** Play & Discover
- **Level 2** Budding Artist
- **Level 3** Serious Artist
- **Level 4** Professional Artist
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Department Teachers

Mr Anwar Bin Omar  
Mr Mohamed Sayadi Bin Mohamed Nor  
Mr Justin Toh  
Miss Jacklyn Tan  
Mr Iskandar Mirza Bin Salleh  
HOD PE & CCA  
HOD Student Management  
Teacher  
Teacher  
AED  
Mr Quaide Millath  
Mr David Vaithilingam  
Mr Jason Leong  
SH Sports  
ST PE  
Teacher  

CROSS COUNTRY 2018
Character & Citizenship Education (CCE)

Department Teachers

Ms Ida Rahayu Bte Ismail
Mdm Ida Murni Bte Ismail
Mr Muhammed Khairil Bin Aziz
Mdm Kalavathi d/o K P Sabapathy
Mrs Menon Usha Devi
Mdm Suriati Bte Samat
Mr Low Kok Hua Jeffrey
Mr Boon Jun Hao Joel
Ms Lim Chin Yin

HOD Character & Citizenship Education
SH Character & Citizenship Education
SH Student Leadership

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
AED

Ms Afiqah Bte Abdul Samad
Mr Tay Zhi Yong
Mr Ong Chin Leng
Ms Leow Min Yu
Mr Lee Heng Hiang
Ms How Fang Qi

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
AED

Work Attachment at Eversheds Harry Elias Law
Awesome Fridays
National Day Celebrations
Racial Harmony Day
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Visual Communication + Design Thinking = ALP

Apply thinking skills, connect knowledge across subject disciplines, stretch the imagination in authentic settings in society and industries.

Appreciate the relevance and value the academic curriculum, develop stronger motivation and purpose to acquire knowledge and skills.

Draw upon the 4 stages of Design Thinking (DT) framework (Feel, Think, Do, Share) to explore possibilities and create desired outcomes that benefit the end user.

Through the ALP programme, we learned what goes on behind the scenes. We had the opportunity to experience being the newscaster which was very enjoyable! We also went to the Singapore Raffles Music College to conduct interviews and edit the videos. Overall, I think that ALP is a very interesting and meaningful programme as it enhances our learning and allows us to try new things!

Written by: Wang Jia Xuan, 3E2
STUDENT LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE

Committee Teachers

Mr Muhammed Khairil Bin Aziz
Mr David Vaihilingam
Mr Chen ZhangJin
Mr Jason Leong
Mr Jonathan Chan
Ms Azimah Bte Muhamad
Ms Nurul Aqilah Bte Mohd Khirashid
Mr Marcus Loh
Mr Iskandar Bin Salleh
SH Student Leadership
ST PE
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
AED
AED
Ms Angela Ng
Ms Belinda Tan
Ms Jacklyn Tan
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

COMMUNITY & YOUTH LEADERSHIP

LEARNING FOR LIFE PROGRAMME (LLP)

Training Opportunities

Level Camp
Strength-Based (StrengthsFinder) Leadership Training
Overseas Training Expeditions
National Youth Achievement Awards (NYAA)

The school believes that Meridians must first be anchored in values in order to be developed into leaders of sound character. This is in line with our vision which is to develop compassionate leaders of the future.

The Meridian Chronicles Volume II


3NT Forest Trail
It was great being with my classmates during the learning journey. The Forest Trail really tested our strength and resilience as we had a long way to go in the hot weather. I always look forward to the Meridian Lighthouse programme as we get to bond closely with one other.

Written by: Wee Hai Ling, 3T1

4NT Gunung Pulai
We had such a wonderful experience at Gunung Pulai. The learning journey was a great opportunity for us to get away from our busy school life and mobile devices. With great support from our classmates and teachers, we successfully reached the peak of Gunung Pulai!

Written by: Danish Sufi Usyair B M S, 4T1 & Lim Jun Xiang, 4T2
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DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES

Student Development Committee

Committee Teachers

Mr Mohamed Sayadi Bin Mohamed Nor  HOD Student Management
Mr Muhammad Khaliq S/O Mohamed Saleem  SH Student Management
Mdm Siti Norzahurin Bte Sudin  Year Head (Sec 1, 4 & 5)
Mdm Mita Shah  Year Head (Sec 2 & 3)
Ms Ida Rahayu Bte Ismail  HOD CCE
Mr Mohamed Sayadi Bin Mohamed Nor  SH Student Management
Mr Muhammad Khaliq S/O Mohamed Saleem  Operations Manager
Mr Sam Meng Chong  Teacher
Mdm Sahrul Bahriah Binte Mohd Taib  Teacher
Mrs Sarala Thiyagarajan  Teacher
Mr Zaid Rudy Bin Mohamad Taib  Teacher
Ms Chen Yi Chun  Teacher
Mdm Zaidah Bte Mohd  Teacher
Ms Nuradila Bte Osman  Teacher
Mr Lee Chin Han  Teacher
Mrs Chew Jia Ay  Teacher
Mdm Zalina  Teacher
Ms How Fang Qi  AED
Mr Mahendran S/O Paramasivam Alex  Operation Executive

Student Management Committee

Committee Teachers

Mr Mohamed Sayadi Bin Mohamed Nor  HOD Student Management
Mr Muhammad Khaliq S/O Mohamed Saleem  SH Student Management
Mr Sam Meng Chong  Teacher
Mdm Sahrul Bahriah Binte Mohd Taib  Teacher
Mrs Sarala Thiyagarajan  Teacher
Mr Zaid Rudy Bin Mohamad Taib  Teacher
Ms Chen Yi Chun  Teacher
Mdm Zaidah Bte Mohd  Teacher
Ms Nuradila Bte Osman  Teacher
Mr Lee Chin Han  Teacher
Mrs Chew Jia Ay  Teacher
Mdm Zalina  Teacher
Ms How Fang Qi  AED
Mr Mahendran S/O Paramasivam Alex  Operation Executive

Mr Justin Toh  Teacher
Ms Wang Dan  Teacher
Mr Nicholas Ng  Teacher
Mr Bernard Chong  Teacher
Ms Zhang Yan  Teacher
Ms Yu Wei  Teacher
Mr Tiah Tao Koo  Teacher
Mrs Dhanya Kannan  Teacher
PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE

Committee Teachers

- Mdm Sitinorzahurin Bte Sudin  Year Head (Sec 1, 4 & 5)
- Mdm Mita Shah  Year Head (Sec 2 & 3)
- Mdm June Lee  Assistant Year Head
- Mr Muhammed Khairil Bin Aziz  SH Student Leadership
- Mdm Siti Zaidah Bte Abas  Teacher
- Ms Dawn Lam  Teacher
- Mdm Patricia Hang  TSD

Data Management Committee

Committee Teachers

- Mr Loo Liat Siang  HOD Mathematics
- Mr Soh Chen Wai Kenneth  HOD ICT
- Mr Geoffrey Cheang  ST Mathematics
- Ms Ritina Fong  SH English Language
- Ms Moon Jia Yuan  Teacher
- Mr Lee Lea Koon  Teacher
- Mr Ha Yeong Fook  Teacher
DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES

Timetable Committee

School Timetable

Committee Teachers

Mr Ng Geok Leng Benny
Mr Loo Liat Siang
Mdm Lee Y-Lyn, Wendy
Mr Raymond Ng

HOD Craft and Technology
HOD Mathematics
ST Design & Technology
Teacher

Examinations Committee

Committee Teachers

Mr Yuan Lihong
Miss Tan Bee Ling
Mr Geoffrey Cheang
Mr Tan Toong Wuay
Mdm Shermane Yeo
Mdm Teng Xiuling
Ms Lee Fong Ting

HOD Mother Tongue
HOD Science-Physic
ST Mathematics
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Committee Teachers

Mdm Norul Ashiqin Rashid  HOD Science
Ms Norita Bte Ali         HOD English Language, Literature
Mdm Rosalind Lee         LT English Language
Ms Yvonne Lin            SH Literature
Mdm Norazisza Mohamed Taib SH Malay Language
Ms Astri Nur Rissa Abdul Razak Teacher

Mdm Janice Lai          School Staff Developer
Mdm Norharyati Bte Hassan HOD Humanities
Ms Norita Bte Ali        HOD English Language, Literature
Mdm Rosalind Lee         LT English Language
Mr Dominic Sim           LT History
Mr Geoffrey Cheang       ST Mathematics
Ms Evonne Tham           ST English Language
Mdm Noraishah            ST Malay Language
Mr Robin Paik            ST Learning Needs

Ms Vanessa Tan         Teacher
Ms Ng Yiqing           Teacher
Mr Adam Chan           Teacher
Ms Janice Lai           Teacher
Ms Amy Ong              SH Innovation
Ms Ritina Fong          ST Mathematics
Mdm Wendy Lim            ST D&T
Mdm Jamilah Sukimi      ST Geography
Mr David Vaithilingam   ST PE
Staff Welfare Committee

Ms Ritina Fong   ST Mathematics  Mr Bernard Cheong   Teacher
Mdm Jamilah Bte Sukimi  ST Geography  Mr Lee Lea Khoon   Teacher
Ms Jow Li Yan  Teacher
Mdm Norzalina Bte Bohari  Teacher
Mrs Menon Usha Devi  Teacher

Safety Committee

Mrs Yap-Ter Mei Li   Vice-Principal Administration
Mr Mohamed Sayadi Bin Mohamed Nor   HOD Student Management
Mr Anwar Bin Omar   HOD PE & CCA
Mr Benny Ng   HOD Craft & Technology
Ms Tan Bee Ling   HOD Science
Mdm Norul Ashiqin Bte Rashid   School Programmes Executive
Ms Ong Yin Yin  SH Art
Mr Sam Meng Chong   Operations Manager
Mdm Juliyah Bte Jumsi  TSO
Ms Munirah Abu Kasim
DEPARTMENTS & COMMITTEES

Executive & Administrative Staff

Mrs Yap-Ter Mei Li  
Mr Halim Bin Hassan  
Mr Sam Meng Chong  
Mdm Irene Liew  
Mdm Rosy Goh  
Mdm Kholilah Mohd Abdul Kadi  
Mdm Rosmi Bte Osman  
Mr Abdul Jalil Kasman  
Mr Abdul Rahman Bin Abdul Rahim  
Mdm Jiliyah Jumsi  
Mdm Patricia Heng  
Mr Nordin Bin Sanip  
Mr Ch’ng Yeo Kiang  
Mdm Cindy Goh  
Mdm Junainah  
Mdm Lai Hoi Ling  
Mdm Lawiyah Bte Buang  
Mdm Noraishah  
Mr Adrian Ng  
Mr Gunasegaran A/L Subramaniam  
Mr Tan Jack Yuen  
Mdm Razida Bte Soleyman  
Mdm Yusmaliza Bte Yusof  
Mdm Siti Zubaidah Binte Saleh  
Miss Munirah Abu Kassim  
Mr Mahendran S/O Paramasivam, Alex  

Vice-Principal Administration  
Admin Manager  
Operations Manager  
CSO  
CSO  
CSO  
CSO  
TSO  
TSO  
TSO  
TSO  
OSO  
OSO  
OSO  
OSO  
OSO  
ICT Executive  
Technical Assistant  
Technical Assistant  
Library Assistant  
Teaching Assistant  
Admin Assistant  
School Programmes Executive  
Operations Executive
Co-Curricular Activities

BADMINTON

The MSS Badminton Club has been a popular choice among students and has grown in membership over the years. With both the School Team and Recreation Team, the club hopes to cater to the interests and abilities of their members. It is heartening that some ex-students have come back to help out in the club and some have even gone into badminton coaching on their own.

The club has participated in many prestigious tournaments in recent years such as the East-Zone Inter-School Badminton Tournament, Pilot Pen Badminton Tournament, Wee Kim Wee Badminton Challenge and Safra Tampines Open Badminton Tournament. In 2018, the club participated in the Wee Kim Wee Challenge Trophy 2018 and managed to get through the preliminary round for the East-Zone Inter-school Badminton Tournament 2018. In preparation for these various tournaments, the club has also participated in many school friendlies.

As a club, the members demonstrated their compassion by carrying out a VIA activity in the form of a flag-day for the Singapore Heart Foundation.
The MSS Basketball team is committed to nurturing disciplined, respectful, resilient and confident basketball players. They believe that having these values is integral on top of equipping their members with various skills of playing basketball.

They had their 2-day 1-night annual Basketball camp on 24 and 25 November 2018. Through this memorable camp, their members forged better camaraderie through fun and interesting activities like Bubble Soccer and BBQ.

The ‘B’ and ‘C’ division boys took part in the East Zone Division Inter-School Basketball Competitions, T-Net Club U14 Boys Invitation Basketball Tournaments and other friendly matches. The team is proud of their achievements.
The MSS Floorball team has continued to do as well as the previous year, with the ‘B’ Division girls and ‘C’ Division boys clinching 2nd Runner Up at the National School Games, while both ‘B’ Division boys and ‘C’ Division Girls qualify for the top 12 positions in the same competition. The coaches and teachers-in-charge leverage on floorball training as a platform to develop the students’ physical, emotional and social cognitive skills, so that the students understand the significance of being a student athlete and the importance of balancing their studies and their passion for sports. As a team, they transferred their passion in sports to serving the community with compassion as they executed various roles to assist in the logistical aspects of the 2018 Asia Pacific Women’s Floorball Championship, as part of their Values in Action activity.
FOOTBALL

The MSS Football Club’s vision is to inculcate values such as teamwork, resilience as well as good sportsmanship in the members. The teachers-in-charge and coach create a respectful, positive and healthy environment for the members to improve not just their individual technical skills and conditioning, but also their understanding and appreciation of team play.

The club has achieved much this year, having reached the finals in the ‘B’ Division Boys (Nationals) competition as well as the finals in the ‘C’ Division Boys (Zonal) competition. Both the ‘B’ and ‘C’ Division girls teams have played in the National round of the competition and made the school proud by performing admirably in both tournaments.

The MSS Football Club is a young team where their members are still growing and will continue to work hard to be able to achieve greater heights in the years to come.
Co-Curricular Activities

**NETBALL**

The MSS Netball girls have shown true grit and tenacity this year as they pushed themselves hard and gave their best shot in all the competitions they participated in. Both the ‘B’ and ‘C’ Division teams participated in the 2018 Zonal Netball Championships and put up a good fight in all their games. The team also participated in the M1 Schools Challenge League 2018, which is the biggest corporate netball carnival. Our representative team did the school proud by clinching the Bronze medals. Besides that, they also played friendly matches against other competing schools in the 2018 ACTive Netball Carnival organised by Netball Singapore. The girls had a great time making new friends in the sports arena.
Co-Curricular Activities

National Cadet Corps (NCC)

The MSS National Cadet Corps (NCC) unit aims to develop resourceful, responsible, resilient leaders and team players through fun and challenging military-related activities. Cadets undergo activities such as Advanced Foot and Arms Drills, Fitness Challenge, Knots and Lashings, Orienteering Competition, and Urban Operations.

This year, the unit conducted a fitness challenge for Loyang View Secondary and Dunman Secondary NCC units. The objective was to foster camaraderie and bonding between cadets of clusters schools through fitness activities. All the cadets had a good time bonding within the inter-school groups.

It also gave our Secondary 4 cadets a holistic experience in planning and leading the whole event, from planning the route to its execution.

The unit also equips its cadets with relevant knowledge and skills for warfare. For Singapore where warfare will likely take place in an urban setting, classrooms were used and the cadets were put in different scenarios where they learnt the procedures of entering and clearing a room with open and closed doors. They also learnt about the right posture, holding of weapons and movement as they went about the Urban Operations. The NCC Headquarters personnel also demonstrated how to clear a whole corridor of rooms.
National Civil Defence Cadet Corps (NCDCC)

The MSS National Civil Defence Cadet Corps (NCDCC) aims to train cadets in life-saving skills and impart to them basic civil defence knowledge which includes First Aid, Home Front Security, Camp Craft, and Fire Safety. To gain real-world exposure to places and events related to Civil Defence, cadets can expect to visit the Disaster and Rescue Team Base, as well as participate in national parades such as the National Day Parade or SAF Day Parade.

NDCCC also aims to train cadets to actively give back to their community by being advocates of Civil Defence. In 2018, the cadets educated residents living near the school about the use of the Active Sg app. During the Emergency Preparedness Days, the cadets also served at booths at various venues across Singapore to educate the public about what to do in the event of an emergency.

In 2018, NCDCC was awarded a Silver in the Unit Overall Performance Award, and an unprecedented 3rd place in the prestigious Precision Drill Competition 2018. It is the hope of the unit that every NCDCC cadet takes pride in their training and grows into disciplined and responsible citizens who have the heart to serve the community.
Co-Curricular Activities

RED CROSS YOUTH

The MSS Red Cross Youth members look forward to CCA sessions where they learn valuable first-aid skills so that they can be of help during emergencies, both in school and at home. They also learn about disaster management, blood donation, service learning, and total defence. All these skills and knowledge aid them in becoming compassionate and civic-minded individuals.

The members not only render first-aid services during school events such as Cross-Country, but also enrich themselves through the participation in competitions. In particular, they are proud to have received the Gold award for the Excellent Unit Award this year. The unit also prides themselves on marching. They trained hard for their marching contingent for the Meridian 1st Anniversary, and when they stood as a neat contingent at the parade, the deep sense of pride made them even more encouraged to improve and be better the next time round.

Outside of school, they carry out meaningful activities and try to play their part in helping the society. For instance, they embarked on a Reading Programme with MyFirstSkool, where they read with the children there every week. It excites them to know that they can contribute to the society through their CCA.

Red Cross Youth – Gold in Best Unit

Meridian’s Red Cross Youth has yet again clinched Gold in the Excellent Unit Award! In my CCA, we undergo nerve-racking simulations of disasters and, armed with our knowledge of first aid and disaster management, we aim to respond to the situation calmly with a sense of urgency. Although the training is tough, it is well worth it as I have learnt valuable life-saving skills that I can use to positively impact communities.

Written by: Claresta Ee Wen Xuan, 4E3
The MSS Symphonic Band provides a well-rounded musical experience for its members, where they participate in an array of activities such as learning to play musical instruments, participating in public performances, getting involved in team-building camps, and engaging in exchange programmes with local and overseas schools.

The exuberant performances put up by the Band during key school events like the CCA Orientation Concert, Chinese New Year Concert and Meridian’s 1st Anniversary Concert were well-received by the audience. These public performances are a good platform to showcase their talent in making music, as well as cultivate self-confidence and stage presence.

Besides playing music to bring joy to others, the members helped to pack used textbooks for redistribution to students from low-income families in collaboration with NTUC under the FairPrice Share-a-Textbook scheme. Through this project, the members learned to appreciate what they have and to show compassion by giving to the less privileged.

In the process of preparing for special events, the members grew closer and developed teamwork and cooperation through guiding one another to improve their skills. The Band’s involvement in school programmes has brought much pride and joy to the school through their vibrant and enthusiastic rendition of music pieces.
Co-Curricular Activities

DRAMA & DEBATING SOCIETY

The MSS Drama & Debating Society’s aim is to teach the usage of spoken and written language with increasing control and confidence, so that members can communicate effectively using body language, movement, and space. Also, it aims to cultivate students to think critically, and to enrich the cultural life of their schools and communities. There are two components to the CCA. The first is Drama, where members are exposed to a variety of acting styles, and the second is Debating, where members are able to hone their public speaking and presentation skills to participate in discussions on current affairs.

The Debating members have established themselves as confident and eloquent speakers. In the Singapore Secondary Schools Debating Championships 2018 Division III, Su Let Yati Soe was placed 2ND Best Speaker in the Division and Aaliyah Fakhirnisa Bte Ahmad Faud was placed 8th Best Speaker in the Division.
DANCE CLUB

The MSS Malay Dance Club consists of energetic, dynamic and artistic young people with talent and love for dance. The dancers believe that to dance is to share with the world their story and their feelings, as well as a form of cultural expression and a means of connecting socially. It is with these aims and principles in mind that the members participate actively in performances, competitions, community collaborations, and leadership initiatives. They never fail to present fascinating performances that reflect their uniqueness and passion for the arts and culture. Their proud moment came when they clinched the Distinction Award at the 2017 Singapore Youth Festival.

DANCE CLUB

The MSS Modern Dance is an avenue for aspiring dancers who appreciate the arts and see it as a form of self-expression through movements. Besides being actively involved in school performances like the Meridian’s 1st Anniversary, the members also actively contribute to the community, with regular public performances at community centres in the neighbourhood. Other than achieving the Certificate of Accomplishment in SYF Arts Presentation 2017, another highlight for the Modern Dancers was clinching a spot in the Finals of Super 24, a prestigious annual dance competition among the youths in the secondary school category.
Co-Curricular Activities

CHOIR

The MSS Choir has established itself as a pivotal Performing Arts group in the school with its track record of offering its members a comprehensive programme that promotes the holistic development of its members. Besides equipping its members with the technical skills of singing and developing their sense of musicality, the Choir also provides its members with a unique and valuable opportunity to experience the intricacies of working with a group of fellow musicians. Led by conductor Ms Tham Pei Wen, the MSS Choir has grown from a small all-female voices choir to a 70-strong SAB Choir (Sops, Altos and Basses).

The Choir was awarded a Certificate of Achievement at the Singapore Youth Festival Central Judging Choir Competition in 2017. This year, they will be preparing for performances for the children at “My First Skool” and patients at Changi General Hospital, and they will also be performing at the “Voices In Harmony” festival and collaborating with Choir groups from other schools. The Choir also brings members to watch concerts and musicals every year and organises camps for the family to bond through music and games.
MNO ENSEMBLE

Comprising of the Angklung, Kulintang and Gamelan ensembles, the MSS Nusantara Orchestra (MNO) is the only orchestra that uses traditional Indonesian gamelan instruments but tuned to the international diatonic and chromatic music scale of western instruments. This has allowed for the fusion of western instruments and percussion in the orchestra, making it a truly Singaporean Orchestra with an international perspective. The orchestra grew from strength to strength to become a niche CCA of the school.

This year, the MNO performed during Meridian’s 1st School Anniversary and the National Day celebrations. They were also invited by the Singapore Chinese Girls’ School to perform with them at their annual concert. At the national level, they were invited to perform for the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) Virtual Music Ensemble under SYF 2017 Celebrations ‘Youth HeARTS!’. The MNO is an accomplished ensemble with high standards, being the only Secondary School to attain Gold with Honours awards for both its Gamelan Ensemble and the Angklung and Kulintang Ensemble in 2009. It has also clinched distinctions at the recent 2017 SYF Arts Presentation for both ensembles.
Co-Curricular Activities

ROBOTICS CLUB
(Robotics and Info Comm)

To encourage students to channel their creative and innovative energies, the MSS Robotics Club was set up to provide many opportunities to the members to gain knowledge on coding, website design, LEGO programming, customised green-technology robotics systems and many more. To cement and reinforce concepts taught during the rigorous Robotics training programmes, the Robotics Club members are highly encouraged to participate and represent the school in national and international robotics-related and coding competitions. The club is committed to do their best in any robotics competition, especially those that promote sustainability and green technology. This year, their accomplishments include the Best Mentor Award in First Lego League 2018, and First in Aesthetic and Third in Creative Design in the Singapore Amazing Flying Machine Competition (Cat B - Unpowered Glider), and Merit at ITE Robotics Challenge 2018.

The Robotics Club members are creative, inquisitive and passionate young people who have the desire to learn the latest developments in robotics technology which will benefit the environment and mankind. With a strong foundation in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) coupled with good research and presentation skills, the Robotics Club members are equipped with critical 21st Century skills and are Smart Nation ready.

Robotics Challenge
‘Taking part in this year’s Robotics challenge was truly exciting for me. I had the chance to meet various counterparts from other schools who share a passion for robotics and learn from some of the best minds. This challenge stimulated vast ideas amongst us tech geeks and enlightened us into designing sustainable solutions using robots for environmental problems. The Robotics Challenge definitely develops creativity, design and problem solving skills. It is a wonderful platform for students to be part of Skills Future.’

Written by: Anbarasan, Puvanan, 3E3
The MSS Media Club is a close-knitted group of like-minded students who contribute daily to the school’s operation by tirelessly supporting the school in all public announcements, visual and media needs. Every school day begins with the Media Club members broadcasting the National Anthem and the school song. Whenever there are prize presentations or competitions, the photographers will be there to capture the moment without fail. Every Friday, the members will provide technical support to the running of school assemblies in the hall. The running of all major school events such as the Speech day, the cross-country race, National Day celebrations, talent competitions and Graduation Day will not be complete without the support of the Media Club members.

These real-life experiences offer the members many excellent opportunities for practising their skills in audio systems, photography, videography and film and video-editing. To further widen their horizons and perspective on photography and videography, trainings are provided by professionals and members go for photography field trips and competitions. The members also have the opportunity to participate in nationwide competitions such as the Singapore Young Photographers Awards and City Developments Limited (CDL) Young Photographer Award.

**MEDIA CLUB**
(Media and AVA)

---

**MATHS AND FINANCIAL LITERACY**

The MSS Maths and Financial Literacy Club aims to develop members’ higher-order thinking, as well as analytical, problem-solving and mathematical abilities, through fun and interesting board games such as ArithmetEQ, Cashflow 101, Weiqi, Chinese Chess and other puzzles. They are also equipped with the knowledge and skills to be financially savvy, through the effective experiential learning in Mathematics, Financial Literacy and Chess. Members have the opportunities to build their confidence, team spirit and camaraderie through participation in national inter-school Mathematics, Financial Literacy and Chess competitions.

**National Cashflow Competition**

MFC teaches us invaluable financial literacy and investment life skills, interesting Mathematical theorems and practical strategies of chess. Through the National Cashflow Competition, we had the opportunity to apply our financial literacy knowledge and skills in a board game competition. We also participated in the National Mathematical competitions such as the Singapore Mathematical Olympiad and UNSW ICAS. These competitions exposed us to challenging mathematical questions and helped sharpen our thinking at the same time.

Written by: Greg Tay Yixiang, 4E2
Secondary 1 & 3 Camps
Sec 1 Orientation Camp
As I walked into Meridian for the first time, my heart pounded rapidly as I did not know what to expect. Once the orientation programme began, I felt relieved and excited at the same time as there were many interesting activities, such as the icebreaker games, outdoor cooking and the Mother Tongue Language Camp organised for us. Most importantly, our Red Shirt seniors made us feel at home which eased our transition into secondary school life.

Written by: Edward, 1E3

Sec 3 Orientation Camp
Early this year, our Sec 3 cohort took part in a level camp filled with interesting activities, which challenged us both physically and mentally. My favourite activity was the cycling trip to Pasir Ris Park. The route we took was scenic and we were surprised to see a few wild animals along the way! It was definitely a memorable experience!

Written by: Valerie Wee, 3E4

Release of the 2017 GCE ‘N’ & 2018 ‘O’ Examination Results
A big Thank You to all the parents and teachers who supported our 2017 graduating students in their ‘N’ and ‘O’ level journeys.
CCA ORIENTATION

The CCA orientation week was organised to help our new students integrate into the secondary co-curricular activities.
The first session of Principal-Meets-Parents for our Secondary 1 parents was a fruitful one where parents learned more about the school and how the school can support their children’s development.
Celebrating Chinese New Year

Celebrating Hari Raya Puasa
1st Anniversary

On this special day, students, staff, parents and well-wishers came together to celebrate the achievements of Meridians in the various domains.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

RACIAL HARMONY DAY

Racial Harmony Day (RHD)
Racial Harmony Day was held to remind our students how costly social division can be in a society where race and religion can be potential fault lines. On this special day, our dedicated Parents’ Support Group (PSG) organised cultural games and showcased traditional food for students to experience. Students also learnt to create traditional Kolams using colours, flowers and dots to create symmetry patterns. Collectively, many Meridians felt that it was a memorable day that set them thinking about the people around them and the community they live in.

Racial Harmony Day (RHD)
On Racial Harmony Day, our supportive Parent Support Group set up ethnic booths covering different aspects on the races. There were traditional games, extraordinary singing and a Dikir Barat performance. Later that day, our permanent resident and foreign students attended the Lion King Musical as part of the RHD programme. We were allowed to bring a local friend along too. We had scrumptious dinner at East Coast before the lovely musical. It was indeed a fun-filled night.

Written by: Jegadee, 1E1
The CCA and Class Chairpersons’ Investiture formally introduced the newly appointed leaders to the general school population. The event which was simple yet elegant ended on a high note as students snapped pictures to commemorate this milestone in their lives.
National Day Celebrations

It was a sea of red and white. During this year’s National Day celebrations, the feeling of camaraderie and belonging to Singapore was exceptionally strong. Seeing our uniformed groups march proudly into the parade square while the school band played rhythmic drum beats gave the occasion a solemn air.

This was followed by a concert segment that celebrated our country’s remarkable successes and independence as a nation. The entire affair truly captured the ‘kampong’ spirit through the performances and national day songs. Majulah Singapura forever!

Written by:
Nuha Binte Omar Zohri Kung, 4E1
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

STAFF APPRECIATION DAY

Performances by students & teachers

Meridian Caring Awards 2018

Fun & Games
4NA Graduation
The graduation ceremony was simply wonderful with inspiring speeches from peers and alumni alike, motivating us to pursue our personal goals. The compilation of memorable photographs allowed us to reminisce about the time we spent together as a Meridian family. However, the hardest part was saying goodbye to our beloved teachers and friends. The graduation ceremony was indeed a memory I will treasure for life.
Written by: Dhia Hannah, 4A1
Our Cultural Immersion Programme provides students with broad exposure to different countries, culture and languages. Here’s a look at the overseas trips organised for our students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

CULTURAL IMMERSION TRIP TO HO CHI MINH, VIETNAM

CULTURAL IMMERSION TRIP TO CHIANG MAI, THAILAND
CULTURAL IMMERSION TRIP 
TO PENANG, MALAYSIA

CULTURAL IMMERSION TRIP 
TO HANOI, VIETNAM
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

Staff Bonding Day!

Unite to Reach New Heights!
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

MSS OPEN HOUSE

The Meridian Chronicles Volume II

The Meridian Chronicles Volume II
Outstanding Youth in Education Award (OYEA)

Mr. Muhammad Khaliq, our Subject Head for Student Management, received the Outstanding Youth in Education Award (OYEA) 2018.

This award is given to young teachers who motivate, challenge and inspire their students to realise their full potential.

MOE Service Excellence Award (Platinum)

Mr. Loo Liat Siong, Ms. Ida Rahayu Ismail, and Mr. Abu Bakar Subail
Mdm Noraishah and Mr David Vaithilingham received this award in recognition of their significant contributions towards the professional development of teachers.

MOE SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD (SILVER)

Our HOD, Mr Sayadi, received the Gold Award in the Top Honorary Volunteer Special Constabulary Awards.

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE AWARD

Ms Munirah, our School Programmes Executive received the Excellent Performance Award.
STAFF & STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS

Celebrating Achievements

Academic Achievements and Good Progress Awards (Termly)

Leaders Of Self Awards and Excellent Conduct Grades

Gwee Yuan Sheng received the Lee Kuan Yew Award for Outstanding Normal Course students.

Elfie Zulfrino of Secondary 4A2 received the Pinnacle Award for his achievements and dedication to the CCA, NCDCC.
Danish Qayyum from Sec 4A2 was featured in Berita Harian! He joined Meridian Secondary via Direct Scheme Admission (DSA) four years ago. In the article, his father, Mr Shahrin Azhar, supported the new MOE initiative to streamline the DSA application process using a centralised online portal in 2019.

He also added that he was extremely touched to see the enthusiasm and support given by the school and its emphasis on holistic development. During the four years, Mr Shahrin has seen his son learn, develop and grow positively in the school.

Danish Qayyum, who was Captain of the school’s football team, is now playing for Home United FC. In 2017, he was awarded the Singapore Schools Sports Council (SSSC) Sportsboy in football.
CLASS OF 2018

The Meridian Chronicles Volume II

CLASS 4E4
MERIDIAN SECONDARY SCHOOL
3RD ROW: FONG KENG YAP, PUJIE LI, FOO WEN YU, YEO QIYIN, CHEONG SIEW WEE, LIM ZHEN JUN, HONG JIA JIE, YONG WENG CHONG, JUNAN, CHONG KIM SWEE, YENG WENG KANG, LIM KYUN HONG, LIM KYUN HONG
2ND ROW: CHEONG WEN HONG, WONG YI HONG, CHONG ZI HONG, CHEONG WEN HONG, CHEONG WEN HONG
1ST ROW: LIM JIE JIA, LIM JIE JIA, LIM JIE JIA, LIM JIE JIA

CLASS 4E5
MERIDIAN SECONDARY SCHOOL
3RD ROW: ANG HONG JIN, HWANG JI, LIM KEE QING, YONG JIN WOO, HONG JIN WOO, LIM KEE QING, HWANG JI, HWANG JI, HWANG JI
2ND ROW: KIM JAE HO, CHOI SEOK MIN, CHOI SEOK MIN, CHOI SEOK MIN, CHOI SEOK MIN, CHOI SEOK MIN, CHOI SEOK MIN
1ST ROW: KIM JAE HO, KIM JAE HO, KIM JAE HO, KIM JAE HO, KIM JAE HO, KIM JAE HO, KIM JAE HO

NOT IN PICTURE: LIM ZHEN JUN, HONG JIA JIE, YONG WENG CHONG, JUNAN, LIM KYUN HONG, LIM KYUN HONG, LIM KYUN HONG, LIM KYUN HONG

CLASS 4E4
The Meridian Chronicles Volume II

CLASS 4E5
The Meridian Chronicles Volume II
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